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Compositional Inhomogeneity of InGaAsP/GaAs tPE Layer

by Precision X-Ray Diffractometry

Kazunasa Hlranatsu, Kazuyoshi Tonita", Nobuhiko Sauaki anil Isauu Akasaki

Department of Electronic6, School of Engineering
Nagoya University

Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464, Japan

The €ffectF of gro$th conditions on conpositional ihhonogebeity of
TnGaAsP l?E 1ayo"s on (100)ceA6 were studied blr preclsion X-ray dttfracto_
netry. The coopositional fluctuation, taking place at initial grolrth
stago (less than several eeconds) during growth, is attiibuted t; the
initlal supersaturation /T rather than the lattice nisnatch, the tenpera_
ture fluctuation, or the phosphorue adhesion to GaAs, Using the In_Ga_p
phase diagran, it was found that fT affects the cry€talliraiion path esp.
at lnitial growth Etage. In order to ninibize the conpositlonal inhono_
geneity [T shou].d be ae seall as possible.

1' lntroduction in rncaAspn(.j00)GaAs lpE layers are neasured using
the high resolusion double crystal X-ray diffrac-
tometry by (Sll1 asymmetric reflection, and the

compositional variations are investi-gated in
relation to lhe varlous Eroi,rth conditions: the

l'he quafernary ITI-V
on GaAs has received much

perpendicular

interface ean

compound fnGaAsP grown

attention as a material_
for visible-light emitting devlces. In the device
application of the heterostructure, one of the
most important properties is the compositionai
uniformity. A double crystal X-ray diffractometry
makes it possible to study the sol_id conposition
preclsely by measuring lhe latfice constant. In
addltion, the l_attice mismatch in the di_rection

as well- as parallel to the hetero-
be estj-mated from asymmetri_c reflec-

tions of X-ray.
Several authors studied the compositional

inhomogeneity of InGaAsp on Inp using the double
crystal X-ray diffractometry, and reported a

compositional variationrl-3)rh1"h was character-
istic at short time growth (1ess than several
seconds).'' This variation was supposed to be

attrlbuted to non-diffusion-lirnited process such
as a convection currenf due to a motion of a

substrate or attachment kinetics of solute
a i\

atoms.)t'+t But the details are not well_ known,
and it is desirable to study the effects of the
growfh conditions especially at short time growth
on ccmpositional nonuniformity.

fn this r^rork the compositional_ inhomogeneity

the initial supersaturati-on,

flactuation, and phosphorus

adhesion to GaAs. The lattice deforrnation of the

layers due to the laftlce mismatch is al-so shown.

E rperiment

Eni i o vi a I layers of In--Ga. --As--P.*"x"*1-x^"y-1-y
(y<0.01 ) were grown on (1OO)GaAs using a horlzon-
tal sliding boat and ramp-cooling (supercooling)

<\
technique.'' Solute eoncentrations in In melt
were chosen to prepare a quaternary layer_ with

cl

band gap of about 1.9eV( A_=65004); X^^'=0.86

-1 .O/naL7l,, llArI=O ,O3aL'/" 
nuld 

Xrl=liaOutZ.
After the melt was kept at 800'C, it was eooled at
a rate of 0.5'Cfntn and touched with the substrare
at 776-786 'C (T.). The initial supersatura-

lattice mismatch,
t.ha i.amnorq f rr-^urlg vgurlJsl a uul v

Lion was determined as a difference 1n T
g

(equilibrium saturation temperature).
and
rF]. ^I r1gT

s
latter
ral er

was estimated

fhicknesses obtained vrere 1-2pn,

experi-mentarry.5) The
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X-ray double crystal rocking curves (XRCts)

were measured for two arrangements (A and B set-
tings) in (Sll) asymmetric reflection of CuKd.

radi-ation as well- as (l,,OO) symmetric on".6) The
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Fig.1 X-ray rocking curves for the (400), (5ti)n
and (itt 1B setting reflecfions.

typical examples of the XRCrs are shown in Fig.1.

The half widths of the (rtt)A and (511)8 peaks are

about a half of (400) one. Furthermore, the XRC's

for the layer in the (Sll) refl-ections exhibit two

peaics ((tl and (2)), suggestlng that there is a

composilional inhomogeneity in lhe epitaxial
1ayer. In this work the (;ll) refl-ections are

studied in detail-.

3, Results

3,1) Effects of lattice mismatch

In order to study the effects of the lattice
mismatch. X^ t was varied from 0.86 to

' Lra

1.O/,,at%, where /T was 3.0oC and t* was 2 mln.

Smooth mirror-like surfaces were obtai-ned under

these cond.itions. Flgure 2 shows.the XRCrs of

(lt t )A reflection for various XG.-. Alf XRCrs

of the layers are composed of two peaks ( ( 1 ) and

(2) ) and the difference in between is afmost inde-

pendent of XGu'. To investigate the origin

of this compositional i-nhomogeneily, the (ltt)n
XRCt s were measured successively by repeating

step-etching of the epilayer. The results are

shown in Fig.3 , r,rhich shows that the lattice
constant vari-es stepwise during growth from the

peak (1) to (2) along the thickness. The growth

time to form the initial- layer for the peak (1 ) -l
estima.ted at about 5sec from the growth TaLe.''

The tattice deformation of the layer due to

Fig.2 X-ray rocking curves using the (511)A asym-
rnetric refl-ection for fnGaAsP (about 1.3pn thick)
grown on (1OO)GaAs for the various solute concent-
ratins of X*"'=0.86-1 .O/,aL%.
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Fig.3 X-ray rocking curves of fhe epilayer as-
grown (t.9pm thick), and after successi-ve etching.

the l-attice mismatch was calculated from the XRCrs
1 A\

of the (511 )A and (511 )B settings.''"' This

results (Ffg.4.) show that epilayers are tetrago-

nal1y deformed, i. e. , the normal lat't,ice misniatch

ltA.Z"L I is 
, 
*" large as txlo-3 while the

l-ateral one l( /./u ) ,, I is less lhan 1x1o-4
l'-'r{l

for both peaks. It is also shown that the compo-

sitional variation from the peak (1 ) to (2)

i-s independenl of the lattice mismatch.

3.2) Effects of initial supersaturation

The initlal . supersaturation was varied;

/t=O-10 oC, while the solute concentrations were
t-

f ixed at XGu.'= O.95aL%, XA.'=O.O3at'7i, and
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Fig./u Latfice mispathes and al1oy
a function of X^^- for the peaks
( Aa/ a)t ano ( AE7 "7,t show the
:latches normal and parallel to the
-.ace, respeclively.

Xpt =2,BOaL7" so fhal the equilibrium satura-
tion temperature T^ was 786 oC. The growth time

D

was 2min and the layer thickness was 2pm, As

seen in Fig.5, all XRCts of the layers are also

resolved lnto two. peaks ( (1 ) and (2) ) except

/T=O oC. Fig.6 shows the normal and lateral
mismatches and its solid composition x for the

peaks (1 ) and (2) as a function of AT. The

difference between the peaks ( 1 ) and (2) increases

by increasing [T.
It is therefore concl-uded that the coniposi-

tional inhomop'enei tv et, t,he ini f,iel st.noe of Lhe

growth strongly depends on /T. Hence, in order to

minimize conpositional inhomogeneity, the initial
supersaturation should be as small as possible.

e.3) Other effects

The effects of the temperature shift during
the growth were studied by neasuring the XRCrs

of t.ho -l .cvers dts^r.ih h-' lha .lcn-nsnl i no f,onh- growr.L oy une s u_r _, *--nl_que

for comparison. It was found that these XRC!s had

two peaks and agreed well- with those for the ramp-

cooling one. This suggests that the stepwise

variation is not caused by lhe temperature varia-
tion.

The phosphorus molecules vaporized from the

source melt might adhere to the GaAs substrate

" 
R)

before growth.'t"' This might change the sol1d

composifion at the initial slage of lhe growth.

We compared the XRCrs of the layers grown otr the

subslrate wilh and wilhouf fhe etching process

using under-saturated Ga mel-t of As solute before

growth, where the etched layer thickness was about

1pm. The XRCrs for the both cases agreed with
each other. Hence, the effecf of the adhesion of
P atoms can be neslected.

/ Di serr.ssi on and Conclusion+, v+vvs

It has been shown fhat tire compositional

variation at the i-nitial stage depends on fT,
which affects the solute concentration profiles
near the interface especially at the initial stage

and fl-uctuates the crystallizaticn palh in the

phase diagranr. Then we discuss such compositj-onal-

variaticn using the crystalizafion path in the ln-
Ga-P phase diagram.
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Fig.5 X-ray rocking curves of the epilayers (t-
2.pm thick) grown for the various initial super-
saLurations of /T=0-1 0 "C.
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The phase diagram was cal_culated on the basis
of the regular sol-ution model of Illegems and

o)
Pani-sh." Well-accepted thermodynamic parameters

were used. in the calculation.lO) The effect of
the lattice mj-smatch straln in the epilayer was

consi-dered as a sum of the mismatch strain en-
11't
ttlergy.' ' Figure 7 shows the calculated results

for the llquldus and so1idus lines together with
the experimental data for various N (0-10'C),

where the solute concentrations of Ga and P were

fixed at O.95 and 2.BOal7", respectively. The

crystallizaLion pathes from the peak (1 ) to (Z) 1n

the XRCr s exist along the liquidus isotherms
because such variations take place for short tirne.
Fig.7 shows that the sol-id composition is deter-
mined on the line A for initial short period
( t*a, Osec) and then shifts into the line B.

The composilional variation 1s attributed to
the chang" ".f the solute concentration profiles
near the growth interface at initial growth

t:)stage.'-' Since the gradients of the soluNe

concentrations at the interface are large at the

initial stage, fhe difference in the diffusion
vel-ocities of the solutes (P and Ga) can be so

large as to cause the change in the quantites of
the solutes reaching to the growth interface and

hence the compositional variation in solid. If
the diffusion coefficient of Ga (n*.) is smal-ler

than that of P (Dp) , rel-ativel-y sma11 Ga solid
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Fig.7 Crystallization pathes from the peak (1 ) to
(Z) for the d.ifferent initial supersaturations of
dT=O-10'C in the In-Ga-P phase diagram which
includes liquidus and solidus curves. The solute
concentrations of Ga and P were fixed at 0.95 and
2.80aL7", respectively.

fraction (1-X) is obtained along the line A. 0n

the other hand, the gradlents of the concentra-

Lions decreases by increasing the growth time-

Since the difference in DG* and Dp is nof

significant to determine X; the crystallization
path can move into the line B. Hence, it is

concluded fhat the larger compositional variation

is caused by the larger supersaturation.

In conclusion, the effecls of the growth

conclltions on the cotnposi'Lional inhomogeneity of

lnGaAsP/(tOO)Caes were studied by the precision

X-ray measurement. It was found lhal the composi-

tional fluctuation at intial growth stage is due

to the initial supersaturation, which changes the

crystalllzatlon path in the phase diagram.
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